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Abstract 
Priese, L. and D. Nolte, Strong fairness and ultra metrics, Theoretical Computer Science 99 (1992) 
121-140. 
We answer an open question of Costa and Hennessy and present a characterization of the infinite 
fair computations in finite labeled transition systems-without any structure of the states-as 
cluster points in metric spaces. This technique is applied to reduce the logical complexity of 
several known fairness concepts from TI: to II: and from 81 to II:, respectively. 
1. Introduction 
Research on fairness has attracted many scientists in recent years, both in applied 
and theoretical computer science. Fairness has become a basic phenomenon in 
distributed and nondeterministic systems. The main feature of fairness is that 
components that are sufficiently often enabled during a computation have to be 
used ultimately. 
There is some freedom in defining what “sufficiently often” and “enabled com- 
ponents” shall mean, resulting in quite a large class of fairness concepts. For “weak 
fairness” sufficiently often enabled means almost always enabled, i.e. continually 
enabled after some initial computation. For “strong fairness”, sufficiently often 
enabled means infinitely often enabled. Thus a study of fairness is concerned with 
infinite computations. “Enabled components” may be 
l alternatives that can be chosen in nondeterministic programming languages or in 
CCS-/CSP-like languages, 
l concurrently enabled subexpressions in parallel programming languages or in 
CCS-/CSP-like languages, 
l enabled events in Petri nets, 
l edges in a graph or transition system, 
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l labels of transitions in a labeled transition system, 
l waiting communication partners in OCCAM-like languages, 
l etc. 
For a deeper discussion and overview on various fairness concepts we refer to 
the work of Apt and Olderog [I], Hare1 [14], Olderog and Apt [19] (on fair 
termination of programs), Best [3] (conspiracy-freeness in Petri nets), Darondeau 
[7], Guessarian and Niar [ 121, Guessarian and Priese [ 131 (fairness in CCS/CSP), 
Francez [ 1 l] (a book on fairness in programming languages), Lehmann, Pnueli and 
Stavi [16] (different fairness notions), Priese [20], Priese, Rehrmann and Willecke- 
Klemme [23] (fairness in finite transition systemsj, Queille and Sifakis [24] (fairness 
in transition systems), etc. 
Recently, several attempts have been made to deal with the semantics of fair 
computations. There is a variety of different approaches, for instance to represent 
fair computations as the set of those computations that can be generated by calculi, 
see [6], as Biichi-accepting language [20], or as cluster points in metric spaces [ 10, 
51. A semantics of nondeterministic recursive programs and infinite trees in metric 
spaces was presented by Arnold and Nivat in [2]. Later, De Bakker and Meyer [9] 
gave a denotational semantics of a concurrent language within a metric space as 
an alternative to the cpo approach. 
Degano and Montanari [lo] have been the first to express fairness properties as 
convergence criteria in metric spaces. They defined a simple concurrent language 
in the style of Milner’s CCS [ 171 and proved that a computation c in this language 
is strongly (weakly) fair iff the initial segments of c form a Cauchy sequence in an 
appropriate metric space. 
These ideas have been adapted by Costa [5] who presented metric characteriz- 
ations of fair computations in CCS. Costa was able to prove that the sets of strongly 
(weakly) fair CCS computations are exactly the sets of cluster points within some 
metric spaces. 
However, Degano, Montanari and Costa operated in quite complicated spaces 
where the system states are structured such that one is able to tell from the actual 
state of the system which subcomponents are “dead”, “alive”, “enabled”, etc. 
Costa and Hennessy pointed to the fact that this kind of research might not be 
bounded to CCS and might be “lifted up” to more abstract labeled transition systems 
with axioms characterizing the notions of “subprocess”, “live subprocess”, etc. 
Note that a labeled transition system is much more abstract than a tree of CCS 
computations, e.g., as a state of a transition system is an atomic object without any 
structure. 
We will show in two papers that indeed fairness can be expressed by metrics in 
abstract labeled transition systems-even without any need of an axiomatic charac- 
terization of “live subprocess” or similar. Thus we are approaching to the “pure 
metric theory of fairness”. 
In a common paper with Darondeau and Yoccoz [S] we will prove that any TI! 
set of functions is a set of cluster points of a fI’: ultra metric, any set of cluster 
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points of a II: metric defines a strong fairness concept in a very simple transition 
system, and finally, any strong fairness concept in any recursive transition system 
is a lTy set of functions. Thus any computation in an arbitrary (but recursive) 
transition system is strongly fair (for some fairness concept) iff it is the limit of its 
finite initial segments in some II: ultra metric, iff it is described by a fIf predicate. 
A similar characterization for the equivalence of weak fair computations, II: 
predicates, and convergence concerning some simpler ultra metric is presented 
in [21]. 
In this paper we investigate only finite transition systems. We will prove that for 
several important strong fairness concepts monotonic and finite done-functions can 
be found. As a result, for these fairness concepts strongly fair computations in finite 
transition systems are approximated by recursive ultra metrics and characterized by 
II: predicates. Applying the results of [21] those strong fairness concepts are 
equivalent to some weak fairness concepts-a rather surprising result. 
Further we investigate fair languages, i.e. the sets of infinitary words that are 
labelings of fair computations. A word w is fair iff a fair computation c exists-c 
is mathematically a function-s.t. w = D(c), where @ is the labeling homomorphism. 
As an existential quantifier over functions is involved, fair languages are character- 
ized by Xi predicates and thus leave the Kleene-Mostowski hierarchy. As a con- 
sequence the methods of [S] fail for fair languages. 
Nevertheless we will be able to prove for finite transition systems that their strongly 
fair languages are also approximated by convergent sequences concerning ultra 
metrics and are lT:’ sets for a large class of important fairness concepts. 
2. The model 
Following is a series of basic definitions for w-words and w-languages and the 
model in which fairness will be investigated. Several notions of fairness within this 
model will be introduced. 
2.1. Words and languages 
For any finite alphabet 1 the set of finite words over E is denoted by X*, the 
set of infinite words by .Ec”, E”:= .Z* w E”‘. h d enotes the empty word, E a special 
symbol not in 2,X, := .I5 u {E}. 1 WI is defined to be the length of w E I* with (WI := w 
for wEZW. 
We also identify w with a mapping w : (1, . . . , ) WI} + 1 s.t. w(i) denotes the ith 
letter of w for is (WI and is undefined otherwise. 
if n G m G Jw(, 
ifnG/wl<m, 
otherwise, 
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is the infix from the nth to the mth letter. w[n, w] is the suffix w’ of w s.t. 
w=w[l,n-l]w’, Prcf(w):={u~C*; 3n~Iwl:u=w[l,n]} is the set of prefixes 
of w. 
usw iff 3n~mSIw~s.t.u=w[n,m], 
u ~~ w iff 3”n, m: n c m c 1~~1 s.t. u = w[n, m], compare Definition 4. 
UC w :a UE Prej(w). 
wrlw’ := sLlp{lul; U~WAU~W’} is the length of the largest common 
prefix of w and w’. 
For a language M c Xc” define 
Pref( M ) := U Pref‘( MI), 
n’t Rf 
a&(M) := {~E~‘(~;IPref(w)nPref(M)I=w} 
is the adherence of M, see e.g. [4] for a deeper research on the adherence of languages. 
2.2. Transition systems, metrics, .fuirness 
Definition 1. A transition system (ts) T is a tuple T = (S, 1, E, p, @), where 
S G N is a set of states of T, 
,?l G N is a set of labels, 
E G N is a set of edges of T, 
p : E + S x S assigns a pair of states (s, s’) to each edge e, we say e points from 
s to s’, 
@ : E --z Z;, is a labeling mapping. 
T is called recursive iff S, 2, E, p and @ are recursive, T is called jnite (fts) iff 
2 and E are finite. A directed path p is a word p E E x with the property 
Vi<lpl: ~(p(i))=(s,,s:)and~(p(i+l))=(si+,,s:+,) 3 s:=s,,,. 
If p( p( 1)) = (s, s’) we say that p starts from s. s( p( i)) denotes the state p reaches 
after i steps, i.e. p( p( i)) = (s, s’)*s( p( i)) := s’. 
Let PJc7, Py, PC, Pk denote the set of all directed paths in T of arbitrary length, 
infinite length, finite length, length i, respectively. For reasons of readability the 
index T is frequently left out. 
In order to define labelings of fair computations, @ is extended to a homomorph- 
ism @:E”+E: as usual. 
As paths are defined as words the notions IpI, p[ n, m], etc. are already explained. 
Definition 2. A metric space (D, d) is a set D together with a mapping d : D x D + 
lR+ s.t. 
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l d is symmetric, 
l d(x,, x2) = 0 iff x, =x2, 
. d(x,,x,)~d(x,,x,)+d(x,,x,) holds Vx,,xz,x,~D. 
Ifin addition it holds d(x,,x,)~max(d(x,,~,),d(x~,x,)), Vx1,x2,xj~D, d is 
called an ultra metric. For a metric space (0, d) and a subset K of D define the 
set of all cluster points of K as 
CP,(K):={xe D;VNebl: ~X,E K: xN #xandd(x,,x)<l/N}. (I) 
In the literature CP,(K) is also called “the derived set of K in the d-topology”. 
In the sequel we have to determine the logical complexity of metrics and sets of 
functions and integers. Therefore we use the standard II”,, C”, complexity classes. 
Definition 3. A relation R s (fV”)” x NJ”’ is called recursive iff a Turing machine MR 
exists that decides whether R( pl,. . , pk, x1,. . . , x,,) holds given x,, . . . , x, EN as 
inputs and p,, . . . , pk E N”’ as oracles to MR. 
A relation R c (W)” xN” is called C”, (II:) iff it is defined by 
R(P), . .,Pk,XI,..., x,,) G 3y, : vy,: . . . : (V/3)y, : 
P(P, 2.. .,Pk,XI,...,X,,,yl,...,4’n) 
(respectively: H Vy, : 3y,: . . . : (V/3)y, : 
P(P,r~~~,PkrXI,~~~,Xm,~lr~~~r~n)) 
with a recursive predicate P, where the quantifiers range over integers. 
A set M G (N”)” x N” is called recursive, EE, II’l,, respectively, iff its characteristic 
predicate M( p,, . . . , pk, x, , . . . , x,) :a (p,, . . . , pk, x, , . . . , x,) E M is recursive, 
C”, , II:, respectively. 
A metric d : 2” x E” + 172 is called recursive, Ez, II:, respectively, iff the predicate 
D z (N”)‘xN defined by D(u, U, N) :e d( u, u) < l/N is recursive, E.):, LI”,, 
respectively. 
Any oracle p EN” is written as an input on additional read-only tapes of MR with 
special endmarks for finite oracles p. As a consequence, predicates as lp( = i or 
p(i) =j are decidable by MR for any oracle p. 
Definition 4. The quantifiers 3“‘, V” are defined as 
3"j: E(j) := Vi: 3j3 i: E(j), 
Vj: E(j) := Eli: Vj3 i: E(j), 
where i is a new variable for E. 
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Definition 5. An abstract fairness concept xj’ in a fs T is given by two recursive 
predicates E, G NN x N’, 0, C_ NN x NJ. The sets of weakly (strongly) x-fair computa- 
tions PX!( T) P”‘(T) are \( 7% 
P:!(T) := {pE Py; Vo: (Vj: E,(p, o,j)+3,j’,j”: O,(p, o,j’,j”))}, 
PT’( T) := {pE Py; Vo: (3’2: E,(p, o,,j)+ 3”j’, j”: O,(p, 0, j’, j”))}. 
P\-‘(T) without an index always denotes the set of strongly fair computations 
P:‘(T) of T. 
The intended meaning of the predicates is as follows: E,( p, o, j) reads that o is 
(the coding of) an object that is x-enabled at p(j) (i.e. at the jth stage of the 
computation), O,( p, o, j,j’) reads that o has x-occurred in p(j) . . p(j’). Note that 
some enabled objects might have a certain length s.t. several computation steps are 
required for their occurrence. Of course, we want to be able to test effectively 
whether an object is enabled or has occurred. Thus E, and 0, should be recursive. 
Throughout this paper we will operate with finite and infinite paths. By definition 
such paths are words in N”. Obviously, an infinite word in N” is identified with a 
mapping (i.e. NW =N”). A finite word in N” is identified with an integer as N” =N 
using a bijective and recursive Giidel coding. Thus quantifiers over finite paths are 
just standard quantifiers over integers, whereas quantifiers over infinite paths become 
quantifiers over functions that leave the Kleene-Mostowsky-hierarchy. 
With these remarks it is obvious that P:/(T) is a II: set and P” is a TI:’ set. Just 
note that 
Pl’( T) = V(VW + 33) = V(3V+ 33) = V(V3 v 33) = vv333 E rI;, 
P?‘(T) = V(3_ + 3”) _ V(V3 + V3) = V(3V v V3) = vv33v E rI:. 
(2) 
In [20] axioms describe some reasonable restrictions on E, and 0,. E.g. an object 
can only occur if it has been enabled before, etc. Then it is shown that for any 
abstract fairness concept of and any recursive ts T there exists an ultra metric cI,~ s.t. 
P\-‘(T) = CP,,,, (N*). However, these axiomatic restrictions are not really needed. 
In [8] and [21] a much more general proof shows that the above equation holds 
for any TI: and II! set, respectively, with some appropriate ultra metrics. 
Also, the predicate 0, is not necessary as for any fairness concept xf a further 
“enabledness” predicate E I exists s.t. 
pi P:!(T) e 1(30: V’j: E:(p, o,j)) (H Vo: (V’j: E:(p, o,j)+ false)), 
pi P”‘(T) G 1(30: 3’Oj: E\(p, o,j)) (e Vo: (3’“j: E:(p, o,j)+false)). 
In the sequel these results are not required (with the exception of Theorem 9). 
In this paper we will study fairness in.finite ts for several concrete fairness notions. 
For recursive ts these issues are treated additionally in [22]. 
Definition 6. For any ts T, for any p E P’“: p is called 
l i-path-fair (i-pf) iff Vqe P;.: 3”j: q starts from s(p(j))*q cwp, 
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l i-word-fair (i-wf) iff VqE P>: 3”j: q starts from s(p(j))*O(q) S, Q(p), 
l path-fair (pf) iff tlqe P*,: 3”j: q starts from s(p(j))*q GWp, 
l word-fair (wf) iff Vqc P*,: 3”j: q starts from s(p(j))+@(q) C, Q(p). 
There is no need to deal with these fairness notions separately. With appropriate 
predicates E, and O,V they can be expressed in a way like in Definition 5. Thus, for 
x = i-pf; e.g. the x-enabled objects at p(j) are all paths of length i that start from 
s( p( j)). For such a path q E P; “i-pf occurs at p(j) . . . p( j’)” becomes canonically 
that q =p(j) . . . p(j’). In word-fairness, the enabled objects are all words (labelings) 
that are touched by a path. The idea is that a wf path p should use any labeling 
w E 2;” it touches infinitely often. 
l-path-fairness is also called edge-fairness, and l-word-fairness is also called 
label-fairness or letter-fairness. Note that (strong) edge- and (strong) label-fairness 
are the main standard fairness concepts in the literature. 
To avoid conspiracy *-fairness concepts were introduced, see Best [3], Priese 
[20]. For *-fairness the enabled objects need not necessarily be touched by a path 
but only “seen in some distance”. These fairness concepts are defined in Section 3 
where they are needed. 
3. Metric characterizations of fair paths 
Given a fts T we try to find metrics d,, on the set of paths P” in T in order to 
obtain a result of the form 
P”‘( T) = CP,\, (P”) = CP,,, (P*) 
for each previously defined fairness notion xf In the sequel, we will always assume 
that a fixed fts T is given. The set of paths P*, P”, P” then will be assumed to be 
the corresponding paths in T. 
We proceed as follows: First, we give a characterization of x-fair paths in fts with 
the help of a limit and a function done. In those cases where we can obtain a finite 
and monotonic function done, we-roughly spoken-take the distance of two paths 
p and q to be the reciprocal value of done applied to the length of the greatest 
common prefix of p and q. 
In a first attempt we define metrics d,, that are recursive. The price we have to 
pay for this is that we cannot present a metric d,, for fairness notion i-wf This first 
attempt is treated in detail. In our second attempt we renounce effective computabil- 
ity. As a result, we are able to define appropriate metrics for all our fairness notions 
of Definition 6 for fts. 
3.1. Eflectively computable metrics 
In this section we will characterize P”(T) for fts T and the above mentioned 
fairness concepts i-pf pf; wf as sets of cluster points concerning computable metrics. 
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Definition 7. For any fairness concept xf‘ define 
x-enabled (p, j) := {o; o is x-enabled at p(j)}. 
occurredinp[k,I] := {o~P*:oc_p[k,I]} 
u{wEL);*;3oEP*:O~p[k,I]AW=@(o)} 
denotes all possible objects of interest for (i-)wf’ and (i-)pf that occur in p[k, /I. xf 
is called a $nite fairness concept iff /x-enabled (p, j)] < w holds for any p and j. 
For any finite fairness concept xf we define 
done,, ( p, n) := sup{ k; x-enabled ( p, n) c occurred in p[ k, n]}. 
As T is a fts any infinite run has to pass circles of T infinitely often. Thus one 
easily proves the following. 
Lemma 1. For anyfinitefairness concept xf; p E P’“, p is xfe lim,,.,, done,, (p, n) = w. 
A proof is presented in the appendix. 
i-pf and i-wf are examples of finite fairness concepts, pf and uif are counter- 
examples. Thus to obtain a similar lemma for pf‘ and u;f a new argument has to be 
used. 
Definition 8. (*-Fairness). For any IS T and for any of the aforementioned fairness 
concepts xf we define *.xf paths p E P’F by replacing “9 starts from s( p(j))” in 
Definition 6 by “3s E S: s( p( j)) + s A q starts from s”. Here, s( p( j)) + s means that 
some path q starts in s(p(j)) and ends in S. (This means p(q(lql)) = (s’, s) for some 
state s’ E S.) 
In *-fairness not only “touched” objects are enabled, but also objects that “can 
be reached”. It should be noted that *-fairness is of some interest in its own right 
as it allows to express conspiracy-freeness, see Best [3] and Priese [20]. However, 
in this paper we need *-fairness only for technical reasons in order to obtain 
monotonic done-functions. Define 
done,,,,,(p, n) := sup{k; *pf-enabled( p, n) n Ph c occurred in p[l, n]}, 
done,.,,.,(p, n) := sup{k; *wf-enab/ed(p, n) n 2’ G occurred in p[ 1, n]}, 
and obviously 
p is *yf(*pf) ti lim done,.,,,,,(p, n) = w 
,I - * (3) 
holds for .fts. Note that by definition done,,, = done,,,. Further, for a .fts T it holds 
p is wf a p is *u$ p is pf @ p is *pf; (4) 
as any pj” (wf) path has to reach a strongly connected sub-system T,, of T ultimately, 
where now the “touched” and “reachable” objects have to coincide. Thus combining 
equations (3) and (4) and Lemma 1 we state the following. 
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Lemma 2. For anyfairness concept xfE {(*)i-wf; (*)i-pL (*)wf; (*)pf}: Vp E P”: 
p is xf @ lim done&p, n) = w. 
n-h’ 
Proofs of equations (3) and (4) can be found in the appendix 
Definition 9. A function d’: PF x N + N is called 
(i) monotonic iff n’~ n+d’(p, n’)>d’(p, n) Vn, n’EN(, PEP”, 
(ii) finite iff d’(p,pnp’)=d’(p’,pflp’) vp,p’~P”. 
Lemma 3. For any jnite and monotonic function d' : PT x N + N 
d(p,p’) := 
0 if-P = P', 
l/(d’(p,pllp’)+l) otherwise 
defines an ultra metric on PT. 
A proof is presented in the appendix. 
Now we apply this lemma and define for any *-fairness concept xJ; 
d,,(p, p’) := 
0 ifp =p’, 
l/(done,,(p,pnp’)+l) otherwise. 
Note that for any aforementioned *-fairness concepts done,, is trivially monotonic 
and finite. Thus one easily concludes as follows. 
Theorem 1. For any *-fairness concept *xf for any p E PT, 
l d*.Yl : PF x PT + R’ is an ultra metric, 
l p is *xfap =limzCl, p[l, n], 
. P*“‘(T) = CP,*\,(P”) = cP,*\,(P*). 
A proof is presented in the appendix 
Lemma 4. For any p E P”,, (i) p is i-pfep is *i-px 
(ii) Pi-pt( T) = CPd,,_,>, (P”) = CP, *,,,, (P*). 
The second statement is a trivial consequence of the first and Theorem 1. For the 
first statement one has to note that any i-pf path p of a finite transition system T 
becomes trapped in a sub-system T, of T ultimately such that there exists no path 
q leaving T,. In such a trap T,, *i-pf and i-pf coincide, obviously. Thus we have 
characterized P”’ ( T) for xf E { * i-pfT *i-wJ; *pJ; * wJ; i-pf; pf; wf} for fts T. 
Putting everything together we have shown the following. 
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Theorem 2. For any.fts T, for any fairness concept 
xfE{*i-wf, *i-pL *YL *PA i-pf, ?A pf1 
there exists a recursive ultra metric d,,, onP*,s.t. P:‘(T)=CP,,,,~,(P’T)=CP,,,,(P*,). 
Only i-word-fairness cannot be handled with this smooth method, because we 
did not succeed in finding a finite and monotonic function done,.,, . 
3.2. Inspection of the ,future 
In order to obtain a pure topological result 
P”(T) = CP,,,..(P’” ), 
d, may be any metric, even a noncomputable one. This means that the distance 
d,, (p’, p”) of two paths p’ and p” may depend on these paths as a whole, not only 
on some finitely long prefix of p’ and p”. We call this “inspection of the future”. 
There are two ways of defining such a metric. They are due to Costa and Darondeau. 
The idea of Costa consists of a simple but elegant trick used to obtain a monotonic 
mapping from any done,,-function. Darondeau’s method is more universal, it can 
even be applied to recursive ts. As it does not make use of done,-functions we will 
not consider it here. It is treated in detail in [22]. 
Definition 10. For any mapping done,, : P;xN-+N define DONE,,-:P”,xN+N as 
DONE,, (p, n) := min{ done,, (p, I); I > n}. 
One easily proves the following. 
Lemma 5. (i) DONE,, is monotonic, 
(ii) lim,,, dow,(p, n) = welim,,,,,, DONE,,(p, n) = W. 
However, as DONE,, is not finite and requires an “inspection of the future”, 
DONE,, ( P, p fl P’) f DONE,, ( P’, P n P’) 
in general, in contrast to the symmetric behavior of our finite done,,-function. Thus 
obtaining an ultra metric from a DONE,,-function is slightly more complicated. 
Definition 11. For any function DONE,, : PT x N + fV define 
4, (P, P’) := 
0 ifp =p’ 
max(l/DONE,,(p,pllp’)+l), l/(DONE,,(p’,pnp’)+l)) otherwise. 
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Lemma 6. For any jinite function done,,-: P” x N -+ N dejine DONExf as in De$nition 
10 and d,,- as in Dejinition 11. Then d,, is an ultra metric. 
A proof is presented in the appendix. 
Combining our last results we construct DONE,.,, and a metric di.,, s.t. 
pi-q T) = cP,t_,t,(P”) = cP,,_3<,,(P*). 
Thus, we may restate as follows. 
Theorem 3. For any fts T, for any of the above mentioned fairness concepts xf there 
exists an ultra metric dx,T s.t. 
P”(T) = CP,,,,(P”) = CP,,,,(P*). 
This ultra metric is II: for i-wf but recursive for all other aforementioned fairness 
concepts. 
It remains to compute the logical complexity of our metrics to prove Theorem 3. 
In addition we determine the logical complexity of P”‘( T) or CPd,, (P*), respectively. 
By definition of our metrics dx, it is obvious that cluster points can only be infinite 
paths. Thus formula (1) of Section 2 now becomes 
CK,,,(P*) = {P E PWT; VN E k~: ~P,V E P*,: d.qAp, PN) < l/N) 
={p:kJ+fV;“pEP’+“andVN~fV:3p,~N: 
Thus we have in addition to deal with predicates “p E P”” and “pN E P*” indicating 
that “p is the coding of an infinite path in T” and that “pN is the coding of a finite 
path in T”, respectively. Note that “p E P”” for p : N + N is in l-I:, see Definition 1. 
Using standard recursive Gijdel functions for tuples of arbitrary length we identify 
pN E PF with its coding pN E N. Thus “pN E P*” T is recursive. To compute the logical 
complexity of CP,,,, (P*) we now have to regard the complexity of the predicate 
i.e. the predicates 
done,,(p,pnPN)> N, or 
DONE,,(p, P~PN)> N and DONE,AP,, PEPS)> N. 
However, done,, (p, p rlpN) > N is recursive in p, p np,., and n is a recursive function 
on P” x P*. On the other hand, it holds 
DONE,,(p, pnpN)> N e VZ*pnp, : done.5f(p, 1) > N 
is II:. Thus, CP,,,,(P*) is of the form EIV, i.e. a @set. 
We conclude as follows. 
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Theorem 4. For any ffs K for any of’ the aforementioned *xf;fairness concepts or 
xf~ {i-pf, pf; wf}, p”(T) is a II&set. For anl’fts T, P’-*“(T) is a @-set. 
Any set of strongly fair computations in arbitrary (but recursive) ts is II:, see [S, 
21, 221. However, for finite and monotonic done-functions we thus could reduce 
the logical complexity for P“(T) from II:’ to II!. This reduction technique does 
not apply for nonmonotonic done-functions. It is still open whether P’-“‘(T) E II: 
holds. 
However, this result gives rise to a whole program of research: Given any fairness 
concept xf in any recursive (even infinite) ts T, if one succeeds to approximate the 
x-fair paths by a finite and monotonic done-function then P”(T) is a II! set. 
In [21] it is shown that any II&set M of functions is decribed by a formula 
3‘“‘: R,,,(p, j), with a recursive predicate R c N’” x N. Define “M-enabledness” as 
lRM and thus 
PE M e ltl”‘j: lR,,,(p,j)epp Pi: ‘(N), 
i.e. any II; set is a set of weakly fair computations. 
As an immediate consequence, we can state 
Theorem 5. For any fts T, for any fairness concept 
xf t Ii-pf, pf, wf; * i-pf; *i-w5 *pL * yf} 
there exists a,furtherfairness concept yfs.t. P:‘(T) = P:;!(N). 
4. Metrics for fair languages 
We now try to generalize this approach for fair languages. 
Definition 12. For any ts T = (S, 2, E, t.~, @), for any fairness concept xf, define the 
x-fair language as 
L”(T)=@“(P;‘(T))nE’“, 
where @” : E’” + 2 I is the homomorphism defined by 
Q*(e)= * 1 if Q(e) = E, @(e) otherwise. 
Ret” denotes the class of .x-fair languages L”(T), where T is finite. 
Thus L\-‘(T) denotes the language of all strongly fair computations. We will not 
research weakly fair languages here. Obviously, L“(T) leaves the Kleene- 
Mostowski-hierarchy. Note that 
WEL”(T) e 3p~p“(T): w=@*(p) 
holds with an existential quantifier over functions. Thus L“(T) is C: in general. 
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For arbitrary recursive ts, fair languages are X;-complete. However, for finite ts 
we can get some better results. Again we only deal with finite ts in this section. Our 
aim is a result of the following kind: For any fairness concept XL for any language 
LE Ret”’ there exists an ultra metric dL,, s.t. 
L= CP,,,JZ”) = CP,,,\(E‘y). 
Note that for any fts T and word w E L”(T) there exists in general more than one 
path pi s.t. w = @“(pi) but only one of them has to be an x-fair path for sure. Thus 
we have not been able to transfer the previous techniques directly. Of course we have 
L”‘(T) = @‘(P“(T)) = @ (CP,,\,,,( P*)), 
but this is no satisfactory answer. 
4.1. RecKi 
In the sequel we will operate with word-fairness. Note that Ret” = Ret”, (Biichi- 
recognizable languages) = Reg” (w-regular languages) for all mentioned fairness 
concepts xf E {i-pf, i-wf, *i-if, *i-wf}, and 
Reg” g Ret *‘I = Ret ” YZ Reg”, 
see [21]. Thus Ret”” contains non-w-regular languages. 
It is known that any wf language LE Ret”’ has a presentation as 
L= u N;M:“’ (5) 
,- #_ n 
for some rational languages N,, M, c Z*, see [23], where R/I”” is defined as follows. 
Definition 13. For ML Z* s.t. M = M” define 
M”“:={wEadh(M);Vu~M:u~,w}. 
L is called l-dimensional iff in (5) n = 1, i.e. L = NM *” for rational N, M c I*. 
It is known that Ret”’ c F3 n G, in the Borel-hierarchy, see [25]. The Borel- 
hierarchy is defined as 
F,(G,) := 
F,,+,(G,,) := 
F,,(Gx+,) := 
subsets of 2“” that are closed (open) in the standard 
topology of infinitary languages (see [15]), 
infinite intersections of F2,( G,,_,)-sets, 
infinite unions of Fzl_,( G,,)-sets. 
Note, that G, is the Eilenberg closure of languages in t;*, see [15]. 
There exist nonregular l-dimensional wf’ languages above G,, e.g. L= 
{a, b, ~}*({a, !I}*)“” =: NM”“. L cannot be w-regular as it contains no ultimately 
periodic word. Suppose L = l? = {w E 2““: 3’“i: w[l, i] E K} for some K c Z*. There 
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exists u E ({a, b}*)“‘: wg := cu E L=33jo: x0:= c(u[l, j,]) e K. For w, E 15, xi E K 
define 
,+1 := x,cu E L, i.e. 3j,+, : x,c(u[l,j,+,l) EK and x,+~ := w(u[l,j,+,l). 
Thus x,<xi+,, x :== lim x, E !? - L. This contradicts J? = L. Thus L is not in G2. 
In a first step, we will be able to characterize all l-dimensional wf languages as 
cluster points. 
Theorem 6. For any 1 -dimensional L E Ret”” there exists an ultra metric dL on EW s. t. 
L= CP,,(Z‘“)= cP,,,(_z*). 
We proceed by a series of lemmata. 
Let L= NM”” by assumption, with M = M”. (In the sequel, we assume L, N 
and M to be fixed.) We use the following obvious fact (for M = M*): 
WE NM”” iff wE Nadh(M)AVuE M: u S,W 
iff WE Nadh(M)r\VuEPref(M): UG w. 
Define 
done,(w,n) := sup(k: Pref(M)nZ’zw[l,n]}. 
Thus w E NM”“elim _,,,done,(w,n)=wandwENadh(M). 
yw (w’, w”) := 
1 
0 itI w’ = WI’, 
l/( done,,, (w’, w’fl w”) + 1) otherwise, 
is again an ultra metric on 1;“ and the following holds. 
Lemma 7. WE NM”’ ifs 3(w,),,. non-stationary sequence of E’l -words with w = 
lim2;2,,, w,, and w E Nadh( M). 
For a proof use that done, is finite and monotonic and apply the techniques of 
the appendix. 
Thus it remains to express the fact that words are in Nadh(M). Define 
g,,,(w) := inf{{\wl+l}u{k; lsk<lwl: w[l, k-l]E N, 
w[k,]w]]Eadh(M)uPref(M)}}. 
Lemmas. WE-X”‘-NNadh(M)egg,,,(w)=w. 
The proof is obvious. Now define 
1 
0 ifI w’= w”, 
dL(w’, w”) := 1 iff g( w’) # g( w’) v g( w’) + g( w”) = w, 
(done( w’, w’fl w”) +2)-l otherwise. 
Again, as done,, is monotonic and finite a simple exercise shows that also d, becomes 
an ultra metric. As a consequence we obtain the following. 
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Lemma 9. For all l-dimensional wf languages L there exists an ultra metric dL s. t, 
L = CP,, (E;*) = CP,, (2”) f CP,, (2”). 
The inequality results from the following example: Let 2 = {a, b} and L = {au}. 
Thus, dL(uW, u) = 1 VVEE“’ -{u}~, thus a”’ cannot be characterized as a cluster 
point in 2‘” concerning the d,-metric. The general case will be treated in Theorem 
9 by some logical complexity considerations. 
4.2. Reg” 
As Ret”’ = Recp’=Rec*P’= Ret”“” and Reg”=Rec” Vx~{(*)i-pJ;(*)i-wf} it 
remains to characterize w-regular languages. For any w-regular language L there 
exists a deterministic Muller-automaton A = (S, 2, 6, sA, IF,), see [18], where IF, = 
{D,, . . . , D,,} for some D, c S s.t. the Muller-accepting language L”,(A) of A is L. 
L”,(A) is defined as L”,(A):={@“(p);3i: S”(p)=D,}, where S”(p):= 
{s E S; 3”j: s = s(p(j))}. Paths p such that S”(p) = L), are called Muller-paths. 
L is called a l-dimensional o-regular language iff L= L”,(A) where IFA = {D} for 
some D c S. 
Again, we will first characterize l-dimensional languages. 
Theorem 7. For any l-dimensional w-regular language L there exists an ultra metric 
d, s.t. L = CP,, (I”‘) = CP#*) # CP,,(Y). 
Proof. The inequality results from the same arguments as in the case above. Note 
that for deterministic automata words and paths coincide. For DE S, p, p’, P”E Pz 
define 
doneD( p, n) := sup{k; Vs E D: 3 pairwise distinct j,, . . . , j, < n s.t. 
s = s(p(i,)) =. . . = s(p(jk))l, 
rD( P', P") := 
0 iff p’=p’, 
I/(doneD(p’, p’np”)+ 1) otherwise. 
Thus y. is an ultra metric and p = lim,YI:, p[l, n]eY(p)z D. To ensure that 
S”(p) c D we introduce a g-function as above. 
g,(p) := sup{l: S(P(l))~ Dl. 
Define 
1 
0 iff p’ = p”, 
d,(p’, p”) := 1 iffgD(p’)fgD(p”)vgD(p’)+gD(p”)=w, 
l/(done,( p’, p’np”) + 2) otherwise. 
Then 
p=lkp[l,n] w S”‘(~)ZDAS”(~)CD @ pisaMuller-path. 
n-w 
As doneD is finite and monotonic we proceed as before. 0 
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Let us compute the logical complexity of CP,,, (E*) where L is l-dimensional wf: 
CP‘,,(X;“)={wEY; VnE~:3w,,E~“:g(M’)=g(w,,)<wACI~(U’,W,,)<l/n} 
={wE~r’“;~n.~:3w,,~~*:g(w)=g(w,,)<w~doneM(w,wnw,,)>n} 
En:’ 
as 
. g(w)=g(w,,)<ueYk: w[l, k-l]E N, w,,[l, k-l]t N and 31’: Vk’< 
k: w,,,)[l, k’-l]& N or w ,,,, [k’, I’]g Prqf‘M, and VIZ k: w[k, I]E PrefM and 
w,[k, I] E PrefM is thus a Cy-relation, 
l done, (w, w fl us,,) > n is recursive. 
A similar computation holds for l-dimensional regular languages. 
As any wf or w-regular language has a finite dimension n, it is the finite union 
of II:‘-sets, i.e. a II:‘-set itself. 
Theorem 8. For any ,fts T, jtir any fairness concept xf E { pf, uif; i-pf; i-wJ; *pf; *wf, 
*i-f& *i-wf}, L”(T) E II:. 
In [8] it is shown that for any TI:‘-set M an ultra metric d, exists s.t. M = 
CP,,,, (X*), 2’ = {0, 1). As a consequence we have the following. 
Theorem 9. For any ,fts T, ,for any qf the aforementioned fairness concepts xx there 
exists an ultra metric d,,-, .s.t. L“(T) = CP,,\,, (PT). 
Conclusions 
Recently, Arnold has presented a new and very smooth topological proof that 
any w-regular language is the set of cluster points concerning an ultra metric, that 
will be published elsewhere. The fact that we succeeded only for l-dimensional 
w-regular languages directly and had to use a logical complexity argument for the 
general case is due to our intention to get finite and monotonic done-functions. 
However, our metrics are also not recursive because of the g-functions. Arnold uses 
nonfinite done-functions directly for the n-dimensional w-regular languages. 
We succeeded in generalizing the results of Degano, Montanari and Costa to 
much more abstract models, namely labeled transition systems. 
For finite transition systems and some mentioned fairness concepts ,yf we could 
prove that strongly fair paths are equivalent to limits with respect to quite natural 
recursive metrics. This results in a decreasing of their logical complexity to TIY-sets. 
Even fair languages, that naturally belong to the analytical hierarchy and not to the 
arithmetical, could be shown to be within TI:) for finite transition systems for some 
important fairness concepts. 
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There remain some open problems: 
l Is P’-w’( T) E II; for fts T? 
l For which interesting fairness concepts xf of the literature and interesting models 
that have to be embedded into recursive (but in genera1 infinite) transition systems 
exist recursive metrics s.t. P”(T) = CP,,,r(P:)? 
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Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 1. lim,,, done,,(p, n) # w 
e 3~: Vn: 3n’z n: done,,(p, n’) s e, 
i.e. x-enabled (p, n’) g occurred in p[e + 1, . . , n’], 
(As .xf is a finite fairness concept and T is finite) 
e 30: 3a: Vn: 3n’3 n: (o E x-enabled ( p, n’) A o .CJ occurred in 
p[&+L...,nl) 
@ PEP“(T). q 
Proof of Lemma 2. It remains to prove equations (3) and (4). The proof of (3) is 
nearly the same as for Lemma 1 (here only for wf): lim,,, done,,,( p, n) # w 
e 3~: Vn: 3n’s n: done,.,(p, n’) s e, 
i.e. * wf-enabled (p, n’) n 2’ !Z occurred in p[ 1, n’] 
H 3s: 30~2~: Vn: 3n’an: oE*wf-enabled(p,n’) 
AVn: o~~occurredinp[l,n] 
,s prf P*“‘(T). 
We prove (4) for wf (for pf it is even simpler). It is clear that any *wf path is also 
wf: Let p be a wf path and q E P* a path s.t. 
3”j: 3s: s( p(j)) + s A q starts from s. 
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We have to show that Q(q) c_ Q(p). As 
3”j: 3s: s(p(j)) = so, so+ s. 
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T is a finite ts there is a state sg s.t. 
There exists a path qOE P*,: q,) is a path starting in sg and ending in s. p is wf, so 
we can conclude @(q,,q) E, @(p)+@(q) cW Q(p). 0 
Proof of Lemma 3. We will only show the strong triangle inequality. For three 
arbitrary paths p, p’, p” it holds that 
pflp’amin{pIlp”,p’np”} 
by definition of n. This means pnp’aprlp” or pnp’ap’flp”. 
As done,, is finite and monotonic we know 
done,t(p,~fl~‘)~done.~t(p,~n~“) or 
doneyf(p,pflp’)=done,,(p’,pFlp’)~done,,(p’,p’Flp”) 
3 done,,(p,p~p’)~min{done,,(p,p~p”),done,,(p’,p’flp”)} 
* d,t(p, P’) s max{d,,(p, P”), d,t(p’, P”)). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. The first two statements of this theorem follow from Lemma 
2 and Lemma 3. Assume p E CP,*~_( P*) (or CP,*_I,( P”), respectively), i.e. 
VN~h4:3p~~P*(P~):p~fp~d(p,p~)<l/N. 
This means there is a nonstationary sequence (~~)~~:~-p,,, E P” (P”)-such that 
lim d,_,,( p, pN ) = 0. 
N-w 
As done,.,, is finite we conclude lim,,, done,.,,( p, p[l, pnpN]) = w, i.e. 
lim done,.,,(p, pulp,) = w. 
N-W 
Thus p is an infinite computation and p E P” ( T). 
For the other inclusion choose p N := p[ 1, N] for an x-fair computation p. With 
the help of the second statement of this theorem we know that p is an element of 
CP+(P*) and CP,*.,,(P”). 0 
Proof of Lemma 6. It remains to prove the strong triangle inequality: 
max{l/DONE,,(p,,p,np2)+1, lIDONE.~,(pz,p,npz)+l} 
~max{l/DONE,l(p,,p,np,)+l, 11DONE,,(p,,p,nP3)+1, 
1I~ONE,,(p,,p,flp~)+l, ~/DONE,~(P,,P~~P~)+~}. 
Case I: p, flp2 a p, Flp3 = p2np3. Thus, by monotonicity of DONE,, we conclude: 
DONETt(P,,p,nPz)~DONE,t(Pl,PlnP3) 
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and 
DONE,l(p,,p,npz)~DONE,,(p*,P*np,), 
thus the inequation holds. 
Case 2: pz n pj ~~,np~=~,np,. We claim that 
DONE,,(P,, p1 ~PJ f DONE,,-k, pznp3) 
JDON-~,-(P~, pl np2) 2 DONE.yf(~,, p1 np3) 
holds. This is easily seen as follows: Assume that 
DONE&,, p,nk) # DONE,,(p,, p2npX). 
Thus DONE,, (~2, p, np2) < DONE,, (~2, p2 Flp3) has to hold by monotonicity of 
DONE,,. From the definition of DONE,, we conclude: 
31: (P,np,s l<P,nP,): done,,(p,, I) = DONE(p,,p,np,). 
Finiteness of done,, ensures that done,, ( p3, 1) = done,,( p2, 1) and so 
DONE~,(P,,P,~P,)=DONE~,(P,,P,~P,) 
G doneJ p3, I) definition of DONE,, 
= done,, ( pz, I) 
= DONEx,(p,,p,npA 
thus the implication above holds. This and the fact that 
DONExt(Pl,Pl~P2)=DONEx,(P,,P,~P3) 
proves the strong triangle inequality. 
This proof is a slight simplification and generalization of a proof by Costa 
presented in [5]. It follows exactly his ideas. 
Case 3: p1np3~p,ilpr=p2np,. As Case 2, interchange p, and pr. 0 
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